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Welcome to the Lotus WORK
Sector Story. The physical
spaces in which we work have
greater importance on employee
wellbeing, collaboration, and
connectedness than ever before.
The way we work has become radically reconceived as businesses and
organisations respond to the COVID-19 pandemic. We have had to adapt to
working from home and hybrid working arrangements, and change how we use
our office spaces. Rising demand for workplace flexibility means we are seeing
companies redesign their office space to connect to the brand, values and vision of
a company, tailoring the office to suit their organisation and its staff.
Lotus provides state-of-the-art product solutions to the work sector that are
functional, fit for purpose and look great architecturally; encouraging team work
and employee connection.

About Lotus
Lotus is a leading supplier of adaptable space solutions for the commercial built
environment, delivering full turn-key solutions to its customers from design, to
manufacturing, installation and servicing.
Australian owned and made, with depots in all major capitals and an office in
Auckland, New Zealand, Lotus has become the number one supplier of adaptive
space systems. Lotus have been operating in Australia for over 50 years and all
our products are designed, developed, produced and tested from a purpose built
7,000sqm facility in Dandenong South, Victoria.
At Lotus we make it our business to be the brand leader for those who want to
transform the way we live, learn, work and play.
We take great pride in partnering with the work sector to create spaces where
employees can not only perform but thrive.
ARCHITECT. BVN
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To read The Future of Work
please visit our website
www.lotusdoors.com.au

ADAPT - Operable Wall

TRANSFORMING THE WAY
PEOPLE WORK

ARCHITECT. WOODS BAGOT

George Panacheril, Group Executive – Strategy at commercial fit-out
company SHAPE, says “that the role of the office will keep evolving. He
notes that working from home was on the radar before COVID-19, but
that the pandemic has created a forced experiment in remote working
that has fundamentally changed employee expectations. The question
of to what extent we work from home, or how hybrid scenarios will be
configured, will be tailored to each organisation. Laurie Aznavoorian,
at Bates Smart, supports this view and observes that we need to
continually hypothesise and test how our work spaces might change.
Ultimately, she says that “the answer is tied in to an organisation’s DNA
and leadership style.”
- GEORGE PANACHERIL, GROUP EXECUTIVE, SHAPE.
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An office is no longer simply a space to
work. Office design is becoming increasingly
important to employees, especially when the
flexibility of working remotely has become
the norm, rather than the exception. In a bid
to encourage staff to the office, companies
are redesigning their office space to create
an environment that encourages workplace
flexibility, collaborative spaces, common
areas, social distancing solutions and designs
that are tranquil and provide a contemporary
‘wellbeing’ aesthetic.

Solutions such as operable walls which can transform
spaces from collaboration spaces to open plan will enable
flexibility and address the need to make the most of smaller
office area. Other solutions such as moveable pods - mini
meeting rooms on wheels - can offer flexibility and privacy
when needed. 4

The challenge for architects will be taking a deep dive in to
how a company works, and how they want to work in the
future. If businesses reduce their floor space, they need
every inch to serve a purpose, and the focus for designers
needs to be on the performance of the office space.1 Office
designers will need to consider more than the office layout
in reimagining the new office. Common areas, access,
social distancing solutions and healthy building strategies
will also be important factors for the office spaces in the
future.2

“Office design is often
connected to the brand,
values and vision of a
company. Ways of working
are culture specific, and I
foresee that companies will
adapt the new hybrid ways
of working to suit their
organisation and its staff.”

Dr Kate Hartigan points to David Thornberg’s model of
three Archetypal Spaces for learning which can be applied
to our working environments and ways of working. These
are the Campfire (gathering spaces to learn), the Watering
Hole (informal collaboration spaces to share information
and brainstorm), and the Cave (private spaces where
people can think, reflect in a quiet space).3
Peter Craig, Managing Director at ODC Design, predicts
that we will see more collaborative spaces and reduce the
number of workstations. Configurations such as campfire
lounges, which are designed to facilitate discussion, and
town hall areas, instead of meeting rooms, will offer more
open space and a greater opportunity to collaborate.

Lotus is committed to enhance the way people work by
creating a balance between flexibility, connectedness,
and acoustics in a beautifully designed office space. We
understand the new ways of working and the importance of
good acoustics in a flexible working environment.

–DR KATE HARTIGAN, HEAD OF MARKETING AND CUSTOMER
SOLUTIONS, LOTUS DOORS
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HOW LOTUS CAN
SUPPORT YOU

SLIDE – Bi-parting
Solid Slider

Lotus has the capability and experience to
successfully deliver solutions in the most
demanding commercial environments.
Providing complete product solutions, Lotus
is familiar with highly complex building
environments including workplaces,
universities, schools, childcare centres,
hospitals, convention centres and sporting
arenas. We are proud to be a market leader
and supplier of choice for moving wall and
sliding door systems nationally.
Meeting all your needs with complete solutions, we have a
proven record of delivering outstanding and award-winning
projects across a range of sectors. Lotus has been at the
forefront of Acoustic Operable Wall design in Australia for
over 50 years. As a leading Australian manufacturer of
Operable Walls and Acoustic Sliders for the work sector,
Lotus is able to efficiently manufacture and install products
exceeding relevant legislation and building requirements.
We have a genuine desire to delight customers and
encourage our team to think beyond developing or selling
product. Providing excellent customer outcomes is of
utmost importance to us. To help you to achieve your
desired results, we support you through a range of
services, from initial specification and design advice from
our highly skilled technical consultants, through to quality
after sales support.
As an industry leader known for creating adaptable space
solutions in the education and commercial spaces, Lotus
products are designed to meet the needs of workplace
designs and are the perfect solution to deliver a flexible and
innovative working environment.
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SPECIFICATION
AND DESIGN ADVICE
Bring your envisioned design to life with
our experienced Architectural and Technical
Design Consultants. Lotus offers a design
advice and specification review service to help
you choose, specify and detail Lotus products
in your projects.
This technical design service is completely obligation
free. It is an opportunity for us to work together on the
design requirements of your project to enable the best
possible solution for end-users of the space. Our Australian
based Design and Product Development team also works
in partnership with our Architectural Technical Design
Consultants, so you can be confident when you work with
Lotus that you will get the very best in technical and design
advice.
All of our products are designed to be functional, fit for
purpose and to look great architecturally. Throughout
the entire product range, our products enable customers
to beautifully adapt their built spaces, enabling them to
maximise the use of the available floor space.
Our team will work with you to ensure that DDA compliance,
RW ratings, acoustic requirements, and weather/thermal
requirements are achieved.
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ADAPT - Operable Wall
/ Opera

ADAPTABLE AND
ACOUSTIC PRODUCT
SOLUTIONS
Lotus can support you with a range of products to make
specification easy. As a market leader with a comprehensive
range of Operable Walls and Acoustic Sliding Doors for
workplace spaces, we are sure to have a full solution that meets
your requirements.
Our highly skilled and knowledgeable Architectural Design
Consultants can help you find a product solution that
will transform the way people work.

THE STUDIO COLLABORATIVE

SLIDE

Acoustic Sliding Door Systems
Acoustic Sliders are ideal for any commercial environment, when the requirement to create differing spaces
simply and quickly is paramount, and there is a moderate acoustic requirement. Acoustic sliders allow for
visual connectivity of spaces and the transfer of natural light, making them the perfect product to create a
dynamic environment that enhances employee wellbeing.
We understand the importance of compliance to Disability Access Standards (AS1428) and can provide
glazed Acoustic Sliders in large format up to 3.0m high by 3.6m wide and 2.5m high by 4.5m wide, and solid
Acoustic Sliders 3.0m high by 3.6m wide, all of which meet DDA compliant opening forces (20N).
Lotus Acoustic Sliders are available in solid and glazed (laminated and toughened) finishes, helping to maximise
light transfer whilst achieving inclusivity and visual connectivity. Also available in a range of configurations – one
way, bi-parting, T-intersection and with certified Acoustic ratings ranging from Rw 29-43.

NEXT GENERATION GLAZED ACOUSTIC SLIDER WITH MARKET LEADING ACOUSTICS.
Lotus knows the importance of getting the acoustic balance correct within adaptable space environments,
and the impact acoustics can have on the health and wellbeing of occupants.

ADAPT

Acoustic Internal Operable Walls and External Moving Wall Systems
OPERABLE WALLS – SOLID
Lotus Operable Walls are designed to elegantly and efficiently divide your available space for
a wide range of environments. From meeting rooms to large collaboration and event spaces,
operable walls provide you with the flexibility to adapt your workplace space to the activities of
the moment.
Operable Walls are available to meet moderate to critical acoustic requirements.
OPERABLE WALLS (GLASS) - OPERA
Opera combines the integrity and flexibility of a Lotus operable wall with the contemporary look
of glass. It allows for flexible space layouts, light transfer, visually connected spaces and acoustic
separation.
Opera Glass Walls aref designed for moderate to critical acoustic requirements.
GLAS-STAX
Glas-Stax internal/external glass moving wall systems offer you a minimalist, bespoke
architectural feature with sophisticated style. It is the ideal way to link internal and external areas
and maximise space to open an area. Glas-Stax systems have been specifically developed for the
Australian and New Zealand climates, and are designed to effortlessly stand up to the elements.
Glas-Stax internal/external glass moving wall systems are available in three specifications
including frameless for elegant simplicity, 65 Series FineFrame for total layout flexibility, and 75
Series FineFrame offering our trademark minimal slim frame profile and thicker glass or IGUs for
enhanced acoustic and thermal performance. This product is weather tested by NATA laboratory
and AS2047 certified (depending on stack configuration).
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The industry leading acoustic glazed slider is technically brilliant with up to 39Rw rating and boasts 30%
improvement in the reduction of noise over our current nominal glazed sliders, verified in the CSIRO laboratory.
The ground-breaking Acoustic sliding door system minimises noise disturbance and transmission, separating
large and small spaces in an elegant and acoustically effective way.
Glazed Acoustic Slider

SL80+ Next Generation

SL80G

Single Slider Acoustic Performance

39Rw

30Rw

Dual / Triple Slider Acoustic Performance

37Rw

28Rw (Acoustic Opinion)

Braking System

SABS Motion™

SABS (Original)

Handle Options

Customer Specified
Handles Available

Lotus Standard
Options Only

SABS MOTION™

FIXED GLAZED PANELS

Our slider range now comes fitted with our
latest product innovation SABS MOTION™.
SABS MOTION™ is the next generation of
Slider Automatic Braking System (SABS)
for Acoustic Sliding Doors. SABS MOTION™
uses patent pending technology to provide
smooth, safe, speed-controlled operation
during closing while achieving an effortless
operation when opening, all with a fully
DDA compliant design. SABS MOTION™ can
provide varying levels of braking resistance
within a predefined range, meaning it can be
tuned to meet the customers unique needs.

Enjoy the benefit of one supplier providing
an integrated solution for all fixed and
sliding panels within a single opening. Lotus
can provide an integrated Fixed Glazed
Panel and Sliding Door system to provide a
complete solution for the entire opening.
Within a workplace, our Fixed Glazed Panels
can be combined with a Sliding Door to form
a functional divider between two spaces.
The Lotus SLIDE offer helps you create
workplace spaces where employees can
truly thrive.
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WORK SPACE
SOLUTIONS WE LOVE

FLOAT

Non-connecting Agile Moving Panels
Lotus Floating Panels are designed to be the perfect room divider, functional screen
or whiteboard collaborating tool to create sub-divisions in an open-plan space.
Incorporating solid panel faces such as drywipe boards, magnetic boards, laminate
boards, veneer boards, pin boards, noise reduction boards or decorative acrylics,
they can be manufactured to panel widths of 600-1200mm and heights of up to 3m
with various head track options available. A run can comprise of as many panels as
required in a range of track configurations.

Lotus have a proven record for delivering outstanding and award-winning projects within the
work sector. We love creating spaces where employees can thrive.
We are the trusted brand leader for adaptable and dynamic space solutions in Australia and New Zealand, offering you peace
of mind and innovative products for your next project. Here are some projects we’ve loved working on.

Lotus Agile Floating Panels provide you with a bespoke collaborating tool to elegantly
and efficiently adapt work spaces.

FOLD

Folding Accordion Space Dividers
For a simple and clean design, our Folding Accordion Space Dividers are
easy-to-use and take up a minimal amount of space when stored off to the side
of the opening.
Acoustically rated, they are suitable for commercial office and education environments
with medium acoustic requirements. These elegant doors are available in a variety of
neutral colours and woodgrains to suit any space.

LOTUS > SEE PAGE 09

QUEEN ST CHAMBERS> SEE PAGE 11

ST JOHN OF GOD HEALTHCARE > SEE PAGE 13

AUSTRALIAN TRADE AND INVESTMENT COMISSION> SEE PAGE 15

ROTATE

Rotating Panels to Create Flexible Spaces
Lotus Rotating Panel System provides innovation in flexible space and acoustic
management, designed in response to Gray Puksand Architects’ requirements
for creating flexible spaces in the Education environment.

For more details, technical documentation
and downloads visit our website
www.lotusdoors.com.au
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LOTUS
As a modern business built on creating adaptable space
solutions where people can thrive, we knew our working
environment needed to be as inclusive, collaborative and
adaptive as possible, and of course we had the best products in
the industry available to make this happen.
ADAPT - Operable Wall
with solid and glass
panels

This incredible space is now a reflection of the Lotus brand; bright and welcoming,
with Lotus products integrated throughout, to enable a flexible working
environment.

Here you’ll find our:

Not only is this a functional workspace, but it now acts as a showroom to
showcase Lotus’ products, where customers can come and see a variety of
products and product options in a real working office environment.

• ADAPT - Operable walls - with a
mix of finishes, configurations and
options.

The meeting areas throughout the space have been carefully designed to consider
the different types of people and working styles that might occur within the
business. Small and larger meeting spaces are provided, as well as collaboration
nooks with whiteboards, booth style seating for informal meetings and open desk
areas with floating agile panels weaving between them.

• SLIDE - Solid and glazed acoustic
sliding doors in a range of finishes,
various handle options and SABS
MOTION.

The main meeting and boardroom as you walk in the front entrance integrate a
variety of glass and solid operable walls, including 5 panels with switchable glass
that provide privacy and protection from the sun as required by transforming
from translucent to opaque at the touch of a button. The panels between the two
rooms and the perimeter panels also open up completely to connect the spaces
and the area surrounding. Perfect for when a wider entertainment or event space
is needed, and an opportunity to host our customers for in-house CPD sessions or
Meet-the-Maker workshops.
Bright and colorful Australian landscape paintings created by local artists are
displayed throughout the office, as well as plenty of real indoor plants that foster
wellbeing with their biophilic properties, a workplace where now our employees
can truly thrive.

FLOAT – Floating Agile
Panels

SLIDE - Solid Acoustic
Sliding Door

To read the Lotus Case Study
please visit our website
www.lotusdoors.com.au

• FLOAT - 10 Agile floating panels
suspended from ceiling tracks - mix
of whiteboard and fabric finishes
inviting collaboration and providing
acoustic separation between work
zones.
• ADAPT - Opera glass operable walls
- including switchable glass for
privacy when required at the touch
of a button.

“We are so happy with the finished results of this
flexible and welcoming work environment, and
proud to offer our team an inclusive and supportive
space to work, collaborate and socialise with their
colleagues. Looking forward to many more years
here creating adaptable spaces where people can
thrive.”
- HEAD OF MARKETING AND CUSTOMER SOLUTIONS, KATE HARTIGAN

ADAPT - Glass Operable
Wall with switchable
glass
ARCHITECT. ODC DESIGN
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QUEEN STREET CHAMBERS
Melbourne is famous for the design elements of the cultural art
scene, accompanied by its amazing infrastructure. Combining
these two elements, offices of today are trending towards sleek
designs, flexible space, as well as the need for private areas for
important business meetings.
When office design is determined with acoustic performance in mind, privacy is
of the utmost importance for allocated spaces such as boardrooms, meeting and
conference rooms. These spaces are designed to ensure employees have quiet
rooms to access where they can comfortably work away from the noise of other
departments in the optimum sound level environment.
Lotus’ acoustic glass slider systems were used in two boardrooms within the
office interior fitout to deliver acoustic benefits to the room, whilst fitting perfectly
with the interior design elements and vision from IRM interiors.
Acoustic ratings were important in the boardrooms given the nature of the
business and its needs for areas of complete privacy so Acoustic Engineers were
appointed to review all construction methods and ensure compliance of acoustic
integrity and commercial soundproofing. Lotus acoustic sliders offer a fully
resolved, propriety acoustic sliding panels system that meets the needs of office
space designs of today and the future.
The result of Queen Street Chambers in the heart of Melbourne’s CBD is pure
office elegance with peace of mind the acoustic requirement was achieved,
allowing for meetings without noise interference and ultimate privacy.

To read the Queen Street
Chambers Case Study please
visit our website
www.lotusdoors.com.au

Here you’ll find our:
• SLIDE - One framed glass slider with
a customised black film print and
one clear glass slider installed in 2
separate boardroom locations, each
door fitting perfectly with the interior
design of the surrounding office
space.
“The Lotus Sliding Door System was
a huge success. Lotus delivered
fantastic sliding doors that looked
aesthetically upmarket, were
acoustically compliant and functioned
with ease. I wouldn’t hesitate using
Lotus for an operable door or wall as
they are truly the leading player in
this field, and great to deal with from
early on in the design phase through
to installation and project delivery”

SLIDE - Glazed
Acoustic Slider

- S TEFAN SCARDAMAGLIA, PROJECT
MANAGER. IRM INTERIORS

SLIDE - Glazed
Acoustic Slider

SLIDE - Glazed
Acoustic Slider
ARCHITECT, COX ARCHITECTURE
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ADAPT - Opera Glass
Operable Wall

ADAPT - Opera
100 Series

ADAPT - Operable Wall
100 Series

ST JOHN OF GOD HEALTHCARE
The vision of the interior space was to enable connection to
all caregiver floors and to provide a platform for engagement
with adjoining flexible training, meeting and function spaces.
Lotus products were the perfect solution to create connected
and adaptable spaces to various floors of the new health care
facility.

ADAPT - Operable
Wall with magnetic
whiteboard

Lotus’ 2 solid operable walls and 3 glazed Opera walls were integrated into
various meeting spaces, to enhance functionality and flexibility. The spaces can
be transformed quickly and efficiently with multiple walls featuring a magnetic
whiteboard finish to provide the ultimate collaboration tool.
This innovatively designed health facility exemplifies what it is to be a flexible
work environment, with informal seating areas, open plan zones as well as more
traditional boardrooms to support staff and the varying ways they choose to
work.

To read the St John of God
Healthcare Case Study please
visit our website
www.lotusdoors.com.au

Here you’ll find our:
• ADAPT - 3 x 100 Series glazed Opera
walls used in various training and
meeting rooms.
• ADAPT - Two solid operable walls
with integrated whiteboard panels
for collaboration.

ADAPT- Opera Glazed
Operable Wall

ARCHITECT. IA DESIGN
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For further project inspiration,
please visit our website
www.lotusdoors.com.au

ADAPT - Operable Wall
with Inset Whiteboard

ADAPT - Operable Walls

ARCHITECT. CAPEZIO COPELAND

AUSTRALIAN TRADE AND
INVESTMENT COMMISSION
The new office fitout at Sydney’s Australian Trade and
Investment Commission (AUSTRADE) represents the best in
design – sustainability, accessibility and flexibility.
The brief to Capezio Copeland and SHAPE required them to complete a single floor
and highly detailed 6-star Greenstar project for AUSTRADE. With a floor space
of 2200 square metres, the area to be refurbished included two large meeting
rooms that open to become a larger event space and a back of house open plan
work area with break out spaces and storage. The new fitout offers a combination
of open work areas, meeting rooms, breakout spaces, informal zones and quiet
rooms to encourage engagement and collaboration.
Lotus installed two highly acoustic rated Operable Walls to the space. Our
products were used amidst a wide selection of other Australian high-quality
adaptable brands, so that the balance of flexibility and practicality were felt
throughout every facet of the interior design.
The formal meeting rooms sit alongside the more casual collaboration, eating
and relaxation zones at AUSTRADE, so the highest acoustic rating (55 Rw) was
essential to allow meetings to remain undisturbed when the walls are in place.
When folded away and remotely stacked in the cupboard, a larger entertaining
space is available, increasing the flexibility and capability of the space.
AUSTRADE is now a high-end, environmentally minded, adaptive working
environment where people can thrive.
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To read the AUSTRADE Case
Study please visit our website
www.lotusdoors.com.au

Here you’ll find our:
• ADAPT - Operable walls with inset
whiteboard for collaboration within
meeting rooms.

Resources
1. Professor Piyush Tiwari and Dr Jyoti Shukla, ‘The future of offices in postCOVID Melbourne’ in Pursuit, University of Melbourne available at https://pursuit.
unimelb.edu.au/articles/the-future-of-offices-in-post-covid-melbourne.
2. Thornburg, David, (2014). From the campfire to the holodeck : creating engaging
and powerful 21st century learning environments. 2014 San Francisco, CA
:Jossey-Bass, Chicago.
3. Build Australia, ‘Flexible space trend fuels innovative solutions’, Build Australia,
Volume 7, Issue 26 April 2021.
4. . Property Council of Australia, CBD occupancy data reveals reactivation
challenge, June 2021. Available at https://www.propertycouncil.com.au/web/
news/articles/news_listing/web/content/media_release/national/2021/cbd_
occupancy_data_reveals_reactivation_challenge.aspx
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GET IN TOUCH
For further project inspiration please
visit lotusdoors.com.au

AUSTRALIAN HEAD OFFICE
Lotus Folding Walls & Doors Pty Ltd
20 National Drive
Dandenong South VIC 3175
Ph: 1300 ACOUSTIC (22 68 78 42)
www.lotusdoors.com.au

NEW ZEALAND
INTERNATIONAL OFFICE
Lotus Doors New Zealand Ltd
1C/89 Ellice Rd
Wairau Valley, Auckland 0620
New Zealand
Phone: +64 27 537 8200
www.lotusdoors.co.nz

SLIDE - Acoustic
Glazed Slider

ARCHITECT. ODC DESIGN

